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Fitness Evaluation:
Beginning Final

Push Ups 31 35
Sit- ups 19 25

1.5 Mile Jog/Run 19 min 23 sec 19 min 22 sec
Body Fat % 40.90% 40.80%

BMI 30.8 32
Weight 179.2 186.6

PART ONE – Calorie Counting/Exercise log

 June 12
FOOD:

• Breakfast: Cliff bar and vitamin water: 240
• Snack: Thin wheats: 180
• Lunch: Cliff bar 240 
• sugar cookie: 85
• Mangos:80
• Dinner: Pasta Chicken salad: 580 
• Blueberries; 80

Total: 1485 cal
EXERSICE: Workout class. Tried hard. Loved it, we did some dancy/kickboxing 

stuff. I just imagines I was training with batman. It helped me give more.

June 13, 
FOOD
• Cinimon tost: 410
• Blueberries: 80
• Bean and cheese burito, rice and beans, horchata: 720
• fren toast with powdered sugar: 400
• Orange juice: 110
• Nutella: 70
• Chocolate soymilk: 180

Total: 1970



Exercise: none

June 14, 2012
FOOD
• Cliffbar: 240
• Cliffbar: 240
• Arbys Chicken salad sandwhich: 800
• small curly fries: 400
• small sierra mist: 180
• 2 cookies: 150
• Margaretta chickn; 360
• chips and salsa: 170

Total:  2540
Exersize: Work out class. And a lot manual labor at the play, lugging things 

around, building set pieces, being a runner and such. 

June 18
Food: 

• Cinimon toast: 410
• Chicken wrap grill:  250
• small fries: 230
• Turkey and bacon cobsalad small: 290
• Minute maid: 230
• sugar cookie: 90

Total: 1500
Exercise: Busy all day with school and the play. 

June 19
Food

• Cliff bar: 240
• Coke zero: 0
• Reeses : 210
• chicken mcnuggets: 470
• Fries: 230
• Diet Coke: 0 
• Vanilla coke: 210
• Peanut butter toast: 350

Total: 1710

AT THIS POINT IN TIME:
I started feeling really horrible about my eating habits, on days I was good I was really 
really good, I would try to stay under 2000 calories and feel great about myself, but on 
days I went bad it was because of my own self-defeating thoughts. I would to pretty well, 
make sure I eat breakfast (which is hard) healthy snack, have a late lunch often times it 
was ok, not the healthiest but ok,  some time during the day I would eat a cookie or 



something sweat but all in all pretty good. But the I would get home. I would stay out of 
the kitchen for a few hours, but as soon as I stopped being busy with homework and such 
the pantry would call. We are not a big dinner eating family, so I would use the excuse to 
snack instead. And follow a craving to something more. Then before I knew it I would 
give in and eat everything. This semester I have learned I am an evening binger.  So, I do 
have lot of half filled index cards with a list of calories for a given day, but at about 7pm, 
I would stop writing and spiral out of control. You cant blame me for not wanting to 
record them all here. 

Exercise wise I was beign a whole lot active. Lovign workout classes, hiking on 
weekends, dancing with friends and dong “Trubo Jam” work outs. It's just my eatting 
habits that spiraled out of control. 

PART TWO - GOALS

GOAL 1: ONLY WATER OR MILK 
How am I going to accomplish this goal?

• This is going to be had because of the play, I  know I will be pulling late hours as 
well as school and work. And I cant do milk, only gross soymilk. I will cut out on 
the orange juice every day for breakfast, and stick to diet coke when possible if I 
need the caffeine. 

How did I do on this goal:
• This goal I did pretty good on. I only drank juice a couple of times, and had a lot 

went for the diet coke when ever possible. 

GOAL 2: LESS PROCESSED FOODS
How am I going to accomplish this goal:

• Try to eat food that is recognizable and natural. 
How did I do on this goal:

• I started out pretty good with this goal, I ate lots of fruit, and tried to choose more 
simple things to eat. But I got so busy I knew I ended up falling back on 
prepackaged food, lots of cliff bars and such. 

GOAL 3: LESS FAST FOOD
How am I going to accomplish this goal: 

• This one was going to be hard. Due to busy schedule and the play again I was 
depending on fast food. I couldn't cut it completely but I could change how much 
and plan ahead a little more. 

How did I do on this goal:
• I planned ahead a little more, woke up earlier to have cereal at home, packed a 

snack for classes, and tried to eat at home. When I did go out I ended up, mostly, 
choosing something smaller from the menue, or with less calories. 

GOAL 4: STAY HYDRATED 
How am I going to accomplish this goal: 



• I noticed how dehydrated I was all the time, so I wanted to take one of the goals 
and choose to stay hydrated by making sure I had a water bottle with me, and 
drinking often from it. 

How did I do on this goal:  
• I did pretty good on this one.  Having a water bottle available at all times and 

sipping it throughout the day really made a difference. I found myself drinking 
closer to 4 water bottles a day instead of my usual 2 ½. 

GOAL 5: REDUCE STRESS
How am I going to accomplish this goal:

• For me a lot of my stress is worrying, so I wanted to reduce stress with prayer 
and meditaion, as well as make sure to take time to do the things in enjoy. 

How did I do on this goal:
• I did good at this goal. I enjoyed my daily scripture study and made an effort to 

pray verbally everyday as a choice of meditation. It really helped to clear my 
worries and plann for the day. I also love doing creative things, and since the play 
was over, I took an oppurtunity to do creative writing everyday. 

PART THREE - Report

This has been a very semester for me and has helped me diagnose my own 

problems with my fitness/weight level. I took this class in the hope it would kick start me 

into exercising like I have done in my past. A few of years ago I would work out hard 3-4 

times a week, and count every single calorie. But a over a year ago I hit a plateau on my 

weight and I gave up. Now I was up nearly 30 pounds. I knew I needed to take a lifetime 

health and wellness class, and I hoped by taking such an intense class that it would force 

me to be fit again. It  feel it has turned out as a failure and a triumph. 

Failure because I had a hard time following through with my goals, and would get so 

discouraged on counting calories I would give up and eat and eat.  I ended up gaining 

some 5 pounds! About half fat, and half muscle do to the exercise and strength training of 

the course.  I think it has helped me learn that no matter how much I workout and want to 

be fit, if I keep eating the way I do I will continue to just gain. 

This course was a triumph to in many ways. I rediscovered how much I like using my 

body. I might not have changed my eating habits much, but I have changed my physical 

activity level. I have been enjoying hiking, and running, and dancing again. The workouts 



with the class have been fun, and I have almost always found ways to work round my 

shortcomings and joint/muscle problems. I fell less conscientious about exercising and 

moving in my body around people and am taking responsibility for the way I feel. 

I have really enjoyed  the life lessons learned in the class as well. Mainly that attitude and 

awareness are so important. Through encouragement of classmates, and of course 

instructor, I found I was able to push myself harder and find that yes I can do it. Most 

importantly I have become more aware of how I use my body, what I put into it, and what 

I should be ding with it. I have come to the hard conclusion that I am a night eater and 

need to change that habit right way. I have become more aware of what I should eat, 

proper body mechanics and my own limitations. 

I am really excited to take the lessons I have learned and apply them again into a fitness/ 

health routine and diet. I need to remind myself that it is not all or nothing, it is about 

little victories and small improvements every day.  I want to keep the habit of writing a 

fitness journal and track not only the numbers, but the way I feel emotionally as I work at 

improving myself.  I want to build back up to using my gym membership 3-4 times a 

week, and even attend a group class their. 

I just need to find ways to trick myself into following through on all this. It sounds totally 

nerdy, but I know the best efforts I gave in class was when I imagined I was training with 

Batman. My friend has given me a little Batman note book that is the perfect size to carry 

around with me in my purse, I think it shall be my motivation and fitness journal. Wish 

me luck! 

KellieAnn Halvorsen 

HLAC-1052-001

July 30, 2012

Lifelong Wellness Application Paper

1. What did you learn about “Lifelong wellness” from taking this General 

education course?



This course has helped me realize lifelong wellness is effected a lot by 

Attitude and awareness: 

Attitude - because of the way we were encouraged to  keep possitve with out 

own work out and cheer others on. This motivation enabled me to work harder 

then I would else wise have done. I have learned that if I set my mind to it, I 

can over come weaknesses.  

Awareness -  because as I became more aware as the semester wore on how I 

was using, and abusing, my body. The more educated I was, the more I 

persevered the better I would do on matters of health. But I also saw with 

drastic results I can be great 75% of the day, then give up and be awful 25% 

and the results would just be awful. I must take better responsibility for my 

body. 

2. How would you apply this information in your life?

This information can be applied not only in health and fitness goals, but in many 

aspects of life; school, work , business and personal goals to name a few. If I 

believe I can do something, then stick to it, I can achieve it. This brings to mind 

the saying “Attitude equals altitude.” the more positive I am about something the 

easier it is to rise above trials, as well as rise to the lofty goals I have set. But yet 

again it takes perseverance. 

3. What is your intention to continue to practice what you have learned in your 

life and why?

I fully intend in continue both the life lessons and fitness lessons from this course 

into my life. I have always enjoyed being active, dancing around, and working 

out, but have been very nervous about doing so in groups. This class has helped 

me over come that fear. I found that everyone wants each other to succeed as 

much as themselves. Even though at times I was very slow, or had to adjust and 

exercise because of joint pain of what not, I  did not feel judged.  I think I am 

going to use this lesson and actually attend classes at the gym I attend (I usually 

just stick to solo things like the elliptical). I also have rediscovered how much I 



enjoy working out and want to recommit to exercising 3-4 times a week again like 

I used to a couple years ago. I felt great then. And I have gotten glimpses of the at 

feeling again, I want to feel it again. My biggest thing in need to do is watch my 

intake and outtake of calories. You can not expect to loose weight if you don't 

burn more then you out in! I want to do this because I wan to be fit, not fat, not 

skinny, but fit and healthy. 

4. General Ideas for improving this course?

This course doesn’t really need much improvement. I found it challenging and 

fun. The variety of workouts helped me not get bored as well as experience things 

I would have been to nervous to experience before. I always felt that there was an 

options in case an exercise was to difficult or painful for me. I would have liked 

more discussion about goals and fitness journal progression. It would be nice to 

gain the peer pressure of discussing as a class the differences we felt as we keep 

the goals and learned more about fitness along the length of the course. 


